Annie Avery

Annie has played every
style of gig. She performs
in moving narrow-gauge trollies,
vaudeville productions, CBC
North Televised Concerts and live
concerts across Canada.
Annie holds degrees in Music
Composition, Education, and
is Orff trained. She is also the
President of Yukon Registered
Music Teachers
Association.
Annie is an amazing
teacher and musician.

“The music seemed to flow
so effortlessly!”
– workshop participant

TEACHER WORKSHOPS

Teaching non-classical genres
(getting comfortable with improvisation)

KIDS WORKSHOPS

(teachers and parents welcome to observe)

Jazz/Pop

Learn more about improvising, soloing, embellishing and how to play popular rhythm
accompaniment to pop, rock, blues, swing,
ragtime, jazz and others.

Grant Simpson

Tens of thousands of people
see Grant perform on planes,
trains and festival stages
every year.
He comoposes music,
tours internationally and is
the musical director of the famous
Frantic Follies Vaudeville revue.
Grant is a renowned teacher
of jazz and improvised music.
He has taught with colleges and
jazz societies throughout Canada,
China and Korea.

“Our group included ages
12 through 68, & everyone
came away excited and
wanting more.”
– Anne Hill, Music Teacher,
Terrace B.C.

- Find chords fast
- Fit notes (scales) and chords together
- Accompany different genres
- Expand on the written music
- Build a complete arrangement

Length: 2 hours
Cost: varies with numbers ($400 min)

LESSONS FOR INDIVIDUALS

Starting to Improvise

- Discover patterns
- Learn the tools to vary patterns
- “12 bar blues” technique
- Improvise using chords, scales and patterns

		

Cost: $100 per hour

- Structure
- Chord Patterns and Scales
- Rhythm Accompaniment
- Embellishment
- Improvisation
- Building Arrangements
- Intros and Endings

Length: 2 hours
Cost: varies with numbers ($400 min)

ALL AGE MASTERCLASSES

(teachers and parents welcome to observe)

Masterclasses

Understanding the form and feel of a piece
is the secret to getting off the page and
delivering a moving performance.
Learn to take your piece to the next level
through chord voicing, adding to the written
music, rhythm accompaniment, and building
an arrangement.
Format: 3 - 4 students play one selection
and receive coaching
Cost: $100 per hour

“Thank you for sharing
your amazing talent with us.
This was the most
enjoyable group !!”
– workshop participant

